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In Gun Digest Book of SIG-Sauer 2nd Edition, pre-eminent fighting handgun trainer Massad
Ayoob takes an in-depth look at some of the finest pistols on the market. In this revised 2nd
Edition:First-hand gun reviews evaluate handling characteristics, design and
performanceInsider reviews explain developments over the past 10 yearsNew chapters cover
the most popular new models, and revisions explain significant changes to existing modelsIf
you own a SIG-Sauer pistol, have considered buying one or just appreciate the quality of these
fine pistols, this is the book for you!
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SauerChapter 27: Seasons of the SIGIntroductionIt was an honor to be asked to write the Gun
Digest Book of SIG-Sauer. These are handguns with which I’ve had a long and most agreeable
acquaintance. My work, as a firearms and deadly force instructor and as a writer/tester for gun
magazines, has brought me into contact with more of them than I can count. It brings me into
contact with lots of other fine guns, too, and that’s been useful in putting the SIG pistols in
context.When it was announced at an executive meeting at SIG that I’d be writing this book,
one fellow blurted, “They can’t let him write it! He’s a Glock guy!”After I stopped laughing, I
realized he was partly right. I am a Glock guy. I’m also a Colt and Smith and Ruger guy, and a
Beretta, Browning, and HK guy … and yes, a SIG guy too. Damn it, I’m a gun guy.And that’s
the angle from which this book comes. I was hired by Krause Publications, not SIG. I’m not
here to sell the guns. I’m here to tell you what we’ve learned about them. I’ve shot SIGs in
matches, carried them on and off duty, taught classes with them, and kept them for home
defense. But far more has been learned from the collective experience of law enforcement and
military, and a vast nation of law-abiding armed citizens.Once you appreciate a SIG-Sauer, you
won’t be satisfied with just one. Firearms instructor Steve Denney with just the three SIGs he
takes on the road while teaching; cases contain spare .40 S&W and .357 SIG barrels for
further versatility.Sure, I’ve carried the SIG-Sauer from Alaska to Miami, but it’s a lot more
important to know that SEAL Teams and SAS troopers have used them from Arctic cold to
desert sands, and found them not wanting. One of the most popular law enforcement sidearms
of modern times – probably the second most popular in the U.S. right now, outsold only by the
Glock – the SIG has proven itself accurate, ergonomic, and above all, reliable and
safe.SAFETYColt’s classic 1911 pistol did not become drop-safe until the Series 80 firing pin
safety, nor Browning’s High Power until the introduction of the Mark III series in the late 1980s.
Smith & Wesson’s double-action autos did not get passive firing pin safeties to prevent inertia
discharge until their second generation, and the Glock did not become 100 percent safe
against impact discharge until 1990. The SIG-Sauers were drop-safe from the beginning. Some
pistols require the trigger to be pulled on an empty chamber to begin the disassembly process,
which has led to the occasional negligent discharge with a missile in the launch tube, but SIG-
Sauer disassembly requires that the slide be locked open before takedown can even begin.SIG-
Sauer evolves the product as they find better ways to build guns. Left, an early P226 with
separate breechface block, internal extractor, hollow pins. Right, current P226 with accessory
rail, milled steel slide, solid pins, heavy-duty modern extractor.Note that you can see daylight
through the hollow slide pin of this older SIG. Current production uses stronger solid pins.It’s a
stretch to call the SIG-Sauer “southpaw-unfriendly,” and this book explains the left-handed
manual of arms for this pistol.For many in law enforcement and the military, the long, heavy pull



of a double-action trigger to fire the first shot is seen as a bulwark against accidental discharge.
It is easy enough to shrug and say, “Just keep your finger out of the trigger guard until you’re
going to shoot,” but that’s too pat an answer. Take a walk through a video store and look at how
many of the video and DVD jackets portray someone holding a gun…and notice how many
depict the actor with his finger on the trigger. This sort of subliminal conditioning, along with a
childhood of playing with toy guns, has left many people with a finger-on-the-trigger habit that
takes a lot of time to train away. A firm resistance to an unintended pull is some degree of a
safety net, and the SIG-Sauers have that.I can think of three good-sized police departments
who won’t buy or authorize SIGSauers because these pistols do not have thumb safeties.
Those three agencies require all personnel to carry their pistols on-safe. The SIG design
parameter from the beginning was for these to be point-and-shoot pistols, simple to learn and
simple to operate. It was felt that with a drop-safe gun, a manual safety was redundant, and not
in keeping with the principle later heard at SIGARMS Academy, “Simple Is Good.” Although a
few SIGs with magazine disconnector safeties were made up per government requests the
SIG-Sauer has always been “an automatic that you shoot like a revolver.”RELIABILITYThere
will be comments from knowledgeable sources in this book about the final duel between SIG
and Beretta for the U.S. military contract in the 1980s. It should not be taken as Beretta-
bashing. After all, Beretta won. The final tests showed them neck and neck for reliability at
virtually faultless levels. In 9mm service pistols, the comparison between the SIG P226 and the
Beretta 92 is much like a comparison of the BMW and the Audi automobiles. In each case,
both machines operate at the highest level of reliability and performance. Little things will
dictate the choice. If you prefer to carry your pistol on-safe, you want a Beretta 92F. If you
prefer to carry off-safe, you probably want a SIG P226, because it can’t be found unexpectedly
on-safe at the worst possible time. While Beretta offers the decock-only G-series, I don’t find its
operation nearly as ergonomic as the SIG’s.While I am one of those who likes the idea of an
on-safe pistol, primarily from the handgun retention standpoint, the absence of that feature is
not necessarily a deal-breaker. The selection of any firearm is going to be a balance of
perceived needs with the features of the given gun. The SIG has a lot going for it, and should
not be discarded from consideration because it does not have one particular feature.WARTS
AND ALLThis book will cover each of the SIG-Sauers, no holds barred. The good, the bad, and
the ugly. No one has ever accused a SIG-Sauer of being a sleek or pretty gun. It’s a tool, and a
heavy-duty one at that. There is the occasional ammo incompatibility with this or that model,
and these will be discussed with a view toward prevention and rectification.SIG has been good
about listening to constructive criticism and responding to it positively. One model would
sometimes cycle too fast and fail to pick up the next round when loaded with +P+ ammo. That
model is no longer imported. Another came with magazines that could jam during a slide-lock
reload when wide-mouth hollow-points were used. Those magazines are no longer furnished
with SIGARMS pistols.One model was known to occasionally suffer frame cracks when fired
extensively with hot loads. It was beefed up and the problem was solved. The hollow slide pins
on the P226 used to start to work their way out in the course of long shooting sessions – I
remember pounding them back in place with a plastic Kubotan – but SIG replaced them with
solid pins in the mid-1990s and cured the problem. SIG grip screws had an irritating habit of
loosening up in the course of intensive firearms training…and damn it, they still do.SIGs are
designed to function – and to interface with the human hand – in the nastiest weather. The
author has just come in from firing a 60-shot qualification course in freezing rain, but the target
score is a perfect 300. Ergonomics of the P226 were critical to success; Blackhawk combat
shooting gloves helped too.In their first incarnations, the P220 American and the P226 had



magazine release springs sufficiently light as to be occasionally culpable in unintended
dropping of magazines. For years, I advised students to replace them with aftermarket springs
offered for the purpose by Trapper Gun in Michigan, and did so with my own. SIG fixed that
problem quietly in the mid-1990s.Some criticisms levied against the SIG-Sauer are simply
unfounded. A good example is the allegation that they are not southpaw-friendly. I think we can
prove in this book that it’s no trick at all for a left-handed shooter to manipulate the SIG-Sauer
swiftly, positively, and effectively. Some make a big deal out of transitioning from a double-
action first shot to single-action follow-ups. It’s easy, and this book will show you how to do it.
It’s all a matter of knowing the correct techniques.HAVE IT YOUR WAYEuropeans as a group
can sometimes be arrogant about what they choose to sell to Americans, vis-à-vis what those
Americans ask them for. The people at SIG and Sauer have listened to the Yanks better than
most. Those of us who’ve watched the SIG-Sauer pistols evolve over the years see this in a
number of ways. Nowhere is it more graphic than in the development of no fewer than three
significantly different trigger systems.The standard SIG duty pistol is a traditional double-action
(TDA), the first shot requiring a long, relatively heavy pull of the trigger. Subsequent shots offer
a short, light trigger pull as the pistol cocks itself with each cycle. This is the overwhelming
preference of military and civilian purchasers. It has also proven to be the most popular among
police, though by a lesser margin.ATF, FBI, DEA, IRS, Secret Service, Air Marshals, U.S.
Marshals, and others have acquired SIGs by the thousands, and to the best of my knowledge
all or virtually all have been TDA. Back around 1990, Supervisory Special Agent John Hall –
then head of the FBI’s elite Firearms Training Unit, and the man most responsible for bringing
semiautomatics to rank and file Bureau agents – explained to me his rationale for favoring the
TDA firing system. Recognizing that the main reason for double-action in a service auto is to
reduce the likelihood of accidental discharges, he said, “The great majority of accidental
discharges occur with the first round. When it comes time to fire a second shot, the agent is in
a gunfight, and I want that shot to be as easy as possible to put in the right place.” Frankly, I
find it hard to refute that argument, and all the SIGs I personally choose to carry are in the TDA
format.Three SIG P226s. Top, early production with internal extractor, folded chrome
molybdenum slide. Center, current production, milled and blackened stainless slide, traditional
configuration. Below, current production with integral accessory rail.Next came DAO, the
double-action-only trigger system. Where TDA is self-cocking during fire, the DAO is self-
decocking. For decades before autoloaders replaced revolvers in the holsters of most
American cops, police departments of New York City, Los Angeles, Miami, and others rendered
their sixguns double-action-only. They had discovered that the hair trigger effect of a cocked
gun could precipitate an accidental discharge, and that even the presence of single-action
capability could bring a false accusation that an officer had cocked a gun and set the stage for
a negligent shooting. The double-action-only concept was soon applied to autos.The DAO SIG
was pretty much the standard gun without a single-action mechanism. The stroke was full
length and the same weight as the first shot on a TDA gun. Many officers found it tiresome, and
few civilians wanted anything to do with it. Beretta’s DAO, their D-series, had a lighter trigger
pull thanks to the elimination of a single-action sear in its mechanism, and Smith & Wesson
designed a new action entirely for this market with a shorter, lighter double-action
stroke.Several departments chose the SIG version. One example was the Ohio State Patrol,
which adopted the P226DAO in caliber .40 S&W. The nation’s two largest municipal police
departments also went DAO. On both agencies, officers purchase their own guns off an
approved list, and in both cases the SIG made the list. NYPD authorizes three DAO 9mms, and
the P226DAO immediately became the “prestige gun” on that force. SIG has even produced



what might be called an “NYPD Special,” a P226DAO produced to the exacting demands of the
end users in the Big Apple. Chicago PD authorizes 9mm or .45, and both the P226DAO and
the P220DAO are very well represented there.The third variation is the DAK, which stands for
“double-action, Kellerman.” Explains Joe Kiesel, Technical Director at SIGARMS, “Harald
Kellerman is in charge of engineering on all the Classic pistols at Sauer, and he was the one
who supervised development of the new design. As the slide comes forward, the hammer
comes to rest in a slightly pre-cocked position. The trigger pull is a very comfortable 6.6 to 7
pounds. If the shooter should fail to return the trigger all the way forward under extreme stress,
he will still be able to fire, although the pull will now be about 8.5 pounds. In dry fire, or if he
has a bad primer, the hammer will go all the way forward. The shooter will have a second-strike
capability as in our TDA and DAO guns, but the pull will be heavier, again about 8.5
pounds.”This has proven to be a much more “shooter-friendly” trigger than SIG’s traditional
DAO.The DAO is visibly distinguishable from the TDA only in that it has an empty space on the
frame where the traditional gun would have a decocking lever. The DAK gun also comes sans
decock lever, and in addition can be identified by a smaller, more rounded hammer
configuration. When the hammer is all the way forward, as in dry fire, it disappears within the
silhouette of the pistol.Noted gun expert Walt Rauch, not usually a fan of conventional DAO
semiautomatics, has had good things to say about the DAK. So, I suspect, did the late Chuck
Karwan, the gun-wise author of the third edition of the “Gun Digest Book of Combat
Handgunnery”; Chuck hated the conventional SIG DAO trigger mechanism. Tactical firearms
expert John Farnam absolutely raves about the DAK, and considers it a most valuable option.
On all SIG-Sauers, no matter what the trigger mechanism, the takedown lever and slide
release lever are all in the same place, except for the .380s, which do not have slide lock
levers.The SIG remains extremely popular with the police establishment. I’ve worked on the
range with SIG-carrying cops from Australia, Belgium, Canada (where RCMP SWAT was the
first to get them), Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, and of course Switzerland, as well as the
USA. When one department adopts these guns and has tremendous success with them, you
see the brand spread in the region. Around the Dallas area, you see more SIGs on cops’ hips
than anything else. The SIG-Sauer is the predominant sidearm I see cops wearing when in
Virginia. Indeed, whole regions are dominated by SIGs.A VERY BRIEF HISTORYThis
particular book was never conceptualized as a history of SIG, the SIG-Sauer collaboration, or
SIGARMS. It’s a user’s guide, not a collector’s reference. Schweizerische Industrie
Gesselschaft (meaning, literally, “Swiss Industrial Company”) of Neuhausen am Rheinfall,
Switzerland built a long and honorable history as one of the world’s most respected arms
makers. Their first, classic pistol, in production for more than half a century, is the beautifully
crafted and famously accurate P210. Though the SIGs have a Teutonic aura today due to the
Sauer influence, there’s also a Gallic thread in its history. A key element of the P210 is a slide
that runs inside rather than outside the frame rails, and SIG licensed the patent for this,
originally granted to Charles Gabriel Petter of France’s Societe Alsacienne de Construction
Mechaniques for the 7.65 mm French service pistol of 1935. The P210 is often called the “SIG-
Neuhausen” by American shooters. (Yanks tend to pronounce it “New-howzen,” but those
who’ve been there say “Noy-hawzen.”) SIG began arms making in 1860, producing muzzle-
loaders, and around 1865 perfected a breech-loading military rifle. It was SIG that
manufactured the bolt-action Vetterli rifle, which changed the face of military small arms in
1869; before WWI, SIG was building the Mondragon automatic rifle for international military
contracts. The P210, which was born in 1947, was actually SIG’s first handgun.Thoughtful
accessorizing enhances the pistol’s abilities to perform its missions. This P226 “rail gun”



mounts InSight flashlight, pre-ban 20-round magazine, SIGlite night sights.J. P. Sauer & Sohn
(not “Sauer & Son,” as commonly misquoted in the U.S. gun press) is located in Eckenfoerde in
what at the time of their link-up with SIG was known as West Germany. They had produced
modern, high quality pistols before WWII. Sauer stood ready in the early 1970s when SIG
approached them with a design for a highly reliable, modern service pistol which could be
cheaply mass-produced but whose reliance on sheet metal stampings would be antithetical to
the “Swiss watch of the pistol world” image that had been so carefully cultivated for the P210.
The SIG-Sauer collaboration was born.SIG absorbed the famous precision gun manufacturer
Hammerli in 1971, and annexed J. P. Sauer in 1974. The SIG-Sauer concept was now locked in
place.In turn, SIG-Sauer begat SIG as an American branch for sales and, ultimately,
manufacturing. Much assembly is now done at the SIGARMS plant in New Hampshire, and
slides and frames for the P226 and P229 pistols are now manufactured there. (That had been
true of the P239 as well, and may be again, but at this writing SIGARMS tells me that they are
so overwhelmed with production demand for the 226 and 229 that the P239 components are
currently being produced by Sauer.) Hammerli, famous for the accuracy of their precision
target pistols, produces the barrels. This is doubtless one reason why the SIG-Sauer guns are
so accurate. By the 21st Century, the Mauser trademark, the exciting Blaser rifle, and assorted
shotguns had also come into the SIG family.SIG-Sauers deliver two ingredients of Jeff
Cooper’s defensive handgun recipe: Accuracy…Continuing SIG-Sauer evolution. The
breechblock is fitted into the stamped slide of this early P226…… and milled from a solid block
of stainless steel which was then blackened in this later version of same pistol.… and Power.
Speed is up to you.As the years went on, the European Community concept encroached more
and more around and even in what some consider the last truly free country on the Continent,
Switzerland. There were those among the decision makers at SIG who felt that the future did
not bode well for either the political correctness or the profitability of the gun industry, which
was only a part of SIG’s business. Enter Michael Lueke (pronounced Loo-Kay) and Thomas
Ortmeier, German entrepreneurs who had become wealthy in the textile business, establishing
the flourishing European firm TWE Technische Weberei GmbH & Co. Rifle enthusiasts and
hunters, they at first wanted to purchase the rights to the ingenious Blaser hunting rifle. They
ended up with a package deal, purchasing SIGARMS, Blaser, Hammerli, Mauser, Sauer, and
the SIG assault rifle line. Those assault rifles are, in my opinion, quite possibly the finest in the
world. It is Lueke and Ortmeier who are steering the SIG-Sauer pistols through their second
quarter-century of triumphant performance.FROM THE AUTHOR’S PERSPECTIVEIf we’re
going to show the subject warts and all, we should do the same with the author. I’ve been
shooting handguns for about 45 years at this writing, and SIG-Sauers, since they came out in
the U.S. I’ve carried the P226 9mm and P220 .45 in uniform, and those and others as a
plainclothes officer and off-duty armed citizen. I’ve taught the use of the SIG on four continents
(including the nation of Switzerland). The very first Lethal Force Institute class I taught included
one, a Browning BDA .45 in the hands of a capable student of the gun named Shelley Ivey, and
the SIG has been a constant presence among the student body ever since.I’ve shot matches
with them, legally carried them concealed in the four corners of the United States and in
between, and monitored their large-scale use in more police departments than I can
remember. I’ve taught shooting classes, and taken them, with the SIG-Sauer. I’ve come to
respect these pistols. The first fully automatic firearm my younger daughter ever fired was a
Sturmgewehr 90, the splendid Swiss assault rifle produced by SIG, when she accompanied
me to Switzerland at the age of 11 while I was teaching there for the International Association
of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors. When I was gone on long trips, the pistol my gun-



savvy wife of 30 years chose to keep at her bedside was my SIG P226 DAO with an extended
magazine loaded with 20 rounds of 9mm +P+. You could say that I have a lot of positive
memories of SIGSauers.Left, heavy-duty sheet metal stamping was the method of production
for this early P226 slide; the slide on the new production pistol at right is machined from a solid
block of steel.This book focuses on the development, selection, and safe and effective use of
the SIGSauer pistols. There will be only brief attention paid to the other SIG handguns: the
legendary SIG-Neuhausen P210, the sweet little Hammerli Trailside .22 which was so
particularly well suited to smaller sport shooters, and the latest, the well-conceived and
executed SIG GSR 1911. The Mauser M2, which has been marketed by SIG, is left out entirely.
Despite its excellent accuracy potential, its poor human engineering, second-rate
workmanship, lack of reliability, and minimal projected service life don’t make it fit to appear in
the pages of book concerning SIG. Also absent is the .22 Mosquito, with which I saw many
reliability issues. I don’t have any say what goes into the SIG catalog, but I do have a say on
what goes into this book, which is why we’ll focus on the proven and enduring excellence of the
true SIG-Sauer pistols.Massad AyoobConcord, NH, U.S.A.November, 2003SIG-SAUER
HANDGUNS IN 2014: A TEN-YEAR UPDATE FROM THE CEOThis being a second edition, it
seemed logical to start with an update of what’s been happening with SIG pistols since the first
edition ten years ago. The author sat down with Ron Cohen, CEO of SIG-Sauer, at his
executive office in Exeter, New Hampshire, in the summer of 2013, to catch up.Ron has been
in the firearms business officially since the early 1990s, mostly on the defense side and often
involving heavier armament than what SIG has traditionally manufactured. In terms of small
arms, Ron’s career traces back to his time in the 1990s with Kimber. He is remembered there
for popularizing the concept of an out-of-the-box 1911 pistol already fitted with the throated
barrel, good sights, and beavertail grip safeties most knowledgeable users had been retrofitting
to such pistols. Ron remembers now that this concept “was laughed upon by Colt and others,
but apparently it was successful.” It was in late 2004 that he came to SIG.“I’ve worked in
firearms construction for 18 years now,” he said. “Part of that I was in military service. Firearms
have been part of my life since (I was) 6 or 7.” His firearms experience as an adult was mostly
on the military side, Cohen explains. He says with a smile, “I’m enjoying myself tremendously
at SIG.”The SIG’s .22 Mosquito is available in a wide array of variations. This is the Mosquito
Carbon.The superbly accurate, exquisitely made P210 continues in the SIG catalog. Shown
here is the P210 Legend Super TGT.1911 production has grown greatly since this book’s first
edition. These are on display in the luxurious SIG SAUER Pro Shop.%  The Last Ten Years“SIG
since late ‘04 has undergone probably most unique transformation of any company in firearms
business,” Ron told me. His feeling is that the whole industry has changed quite a bit in the last
few years in terms of tremendous growth, but he adds that “SIG is unparalleled” in that respect.
The SIG facility in Exeter, he explained, “went from light manufacturing to a company that has
grown thirteen, fourteen times in the last eight years.” While SIG is seen as a Swiss-German
entity by most of the world, he reports that the New Hampshire operation is “now
manufacturing about 90% of SIG’s worldwide output.”Pro Shop is well-appointed, well-stocked,
and well-staffed.Ron explained that while the NH factory used to manufacture only the P226
and P229, it now manufactures some thirteen platforms. Ron explains that these include the
1911 series, the P238 .380, the P938 single action 9mm, and the 516, 716, and 556 rifles.
“The list goes on and on,” Cohen says proudly. He adds, “SIG (in New Hampshire) went from
ninety people in 2004 to (by summer of 2013) about nine hundred people.”The history of
Cohen’s stewardship is a history of increasing production while maintaining quality. He
commented in his light but distinctive Israeli accent, “The theory that you can make in America



a Chevy but not a Mercedes, is wrong. SIG, which we like to compare to Mercedes, makes the
finest 226s and rifles that can be made, right here in New Hampshire. The growth of the
company could not happen without the talent we have found here in the US. The design ability,
not just manufacturing – we have, more than any other company, focused on design and new
platforms in (both the) rifle and pistol sides. SIG up ‘til now grew about twelve times what it was
in 2004. We have just warmed up.”Cohen continued, “We have in the pipeline today unique,
innovative, transformational products. We are at the beginning, not the end of a certain curve.
We cater to the US commercial side, (but still maintain a) strong focus on law enforcement,
military special ops … A lot of growth is from penetrating those special units. (In) our
commercial market, consumers are benefiting from the fact that we build a system and test it
with the mindset that a Navy SEAL (or) a Secret Service guy will have to use that gun. We
want any handgun to last 20,000 rounds. We want to get to 10,000 rounds without a single
failure. Some of our clients will take a gun and shoot it 20,000 rounds without fail, which is
incredible and unheard of. When we service the special units that way, everyone else benefits.
We are continually pushing the quality of firearms that we wouldn’t have believed we could do
ten years ago.”Ron gives credit to the engineers, the machinists, the assemblers, the quality
control personnel, and everyone else involved in manufacturing a SIG. “It has to be perfect,” he
exclaims whether it’s a Navy SEAL or a cop or what Cohen calls “a concerned citizen” who
ends up using the given firearm.Consumer feedback is monitored closely in the executive
offices at SIG. “It gives us great pleasure to hear from customers,” Ron told me. “One customer
in a foreign country (was) issued a specific firearm for political reasons. This man in last six
months sits in my office, says he was just sent to combat and prior ditched (his) issue firearm
and took a SIG because ‘when it counts you need a SIG.’ This is a guy telling me our tag line,
basically. You go home very happy after a day like that. Our people here live for that
day.”Assessing the company’s pattern of growth, Ron commented, “I think right now we have
grown in the LE sector (domestic), internationally, and US consumer. Growth (among) US
consumers is dramatically higher in its pace compared to other sectors, even though these
other sectors have grown very well.”%  Plant ExpansionIn the course of preparing this Second
Edition, I was given an extensive tour of both the Exeter plant and the vast new plant just
outfitted in nearby Newington, New Hampshire.Explained Cohen, “The Newington facility? In
early 2011, we were looking at (moving) everything there. Newington facility is three times
bigger than Exeter facility and thus (would have) enabled us to consolidate under one roof. In
view of our immense growth in last two years, Newington is now just an expansion of the
current operation. The Newington facility is already full. We are now at a point where we are
planning future growth of the company beyond both facilities. (The Newington plant) will be the
most advanced firearms facility in the US today. The best technology. Top range builders, (and
a) unique range.”The CEO added, “We need to use the best technology to make the best
firearms. We don’t spare a penny when we build the infrastructure. The Newington facility is a
celebration of talent and machinery that you cannot find in other places in the US today.“Most
of what we do in Newington is the metal cutting. Rows and rows of CNC, computer numeric
controlled machines, the most advanced in the marketplace. (Add to that the) ability of our
manufacturing department to use these machines to push the envelope. We are constantly
evolving our ability to increase output and quality at the same time. As your quality gets better,
you can get more parts with less wasted time. Broaching machines, forging machines, grinding
machines.” Economies of scale and of worker time allow more focus on assembly and
inspection.The new plant in Newington, NH represents vast expansion of production.%  On The
Sig AcademyThe SIG Academy has expanded greatly over the years, the jewel in its crown



being the sumptuously appointed Pro Shop at the original, expanded Academy building. The
training center is, says Cohen, “one of our biggest secrets. The academy in our eyes is the
window to SIG. When we are able to bring anybody, concerned citizen or police officer or Navy
SEAL or Federal Air Marshal or foreign dignitary, (to) spend half a day with us in the
Academy… after that half day (they) get an idea what SIG is about.”And what do they find SIG
is about? Ron Cohen answers, “Professionalism. High end products, tested and not just sold.
You see what the product can do in the harshest testing environment. The Academy is a
laboratory for weapon performance, and a showplace for tactics, marrying men and machines,
teaching them use of the machines and best tactics for using those machines. Simunition™,
live ammunition, video scenarios.” He counts off the facilities: “twenty-one ranges, indoor to
thousand meter sniper range. We have the shoot houses, streets you can shoot 360 degrees
in, amphibious training, you name it we have it. About 2000 students per month, several
classes going per day. We think it is the most advanced training facility now available in the
United States.”“We are very proud of the Academy,” the CEO concludes. “It’s a window to SIG’s
soul.”Ron explains that the Academy staff consists of about 47 trainers, all top instructors from
either SWAT or military special units. “Exceptional human beings,” he says with a proud smile.
“Not here to show how good they are, but to show you how good you can be. My kids go there.
My fifteen-year-old daughter can hit head plates at 800 yard like a born sniper. No arrogance,
just that we love what we do and spread that to those willing to listen. Concerned citizen
classes will be Mercedes and pickups, men and women, young and old. Not intimidating. It’s a
pleasure. All my kids study there.”Unlike some gun company execs, Ron Cohen carries a pistol
himself. When asked what his favorite carry sidearm is, he bursts out laughing. “We always
have that dilemma, what do you like? The gun has to fit your hand, not your ego. I personally
like a 229 with e2 grips, that’s the gun I love, but when I hold a 1911 there’s something unique.
A 238 makes me feel like an excellent shot. It depends what day you ask me.”%  Into The
FutureSIG has obviously changed a lot in the last decade, which logically begged the question,
what about the next decade?“I will start by saying I think we’re just warming up,” began Cohen.
“We’re competing in a world of large companies that have been doing what they’re doing for
many generations. SIG is in many ways the newcomer. Our investments in engineering as a
percentage of our business is double that of the average gun company in America. In our case,
if you look at our last five years of new products we’ve brought to the table, you can get a
glimpse of what we’re looking at for the future. The MPX (in submachine gun and carbine
formats), which I think will shape the next twenty years of sub-guns, I think that product is
going to be in essence a new category of business in firearms. (In the conventional paradigm,
the) consumer can buy handgun, rifle, shotgun. MPX is not clear to me what it is when I come
into the store, is it handgun or rifle or both? In essence, a (semi-automatic) carbine that can be
shot as a pistol and converted to SBR (short barrel rifle) and multiple calibers. It is the first
piston-driven submachine gun the world has ever seen. It is a fine-tuned race car that you can
only enjoy when you actually operate it.A vast array of expensive state of the art machinery
has enhanced quality while keeping cost down, says SIG SAUER’s CEO.This barrel will soon
be inside a new SIG SAUER pistol.“Our marketing program will be changing directions in
ground breaking ways that I think will take SIG to another category of business we have not
been in. I think we are in the forefront of a major revolution in our rifle development. We view
SIG as starting new categories of business. We are excited about the future domestic and
abroad, and expect to expand those horizons tremendously in years to come.”2014 SIG-
SAUER UPDATE: THE WORD FROM THE INSIDERSWhen I was at the plant in New
Hampshire researching for this second edition of Gun Digest Book of SIG-Sauer, I made a



point of picking the brains of engineers, production executives, and marketing people as well
as the CEO. I had questions about quality control, product decisions, and more. What follows is
an extrapolation of the answers I received.%  What Are The Most Popular Sigs In The Us Today?
The answers I received frankly surprised me. The top-selling SIG lines in the USA today at this
writing turn out to be, in order:P238P938P226P2291911Itty-bitty .380s are huge in this country
right now. Witness the spectacular sales of the Ruger LCP, the Kel-Tec P3AT, and the S&W
Bodyguard380 and more. With good sights and its good 1911-ish trigger, the .380 caliber SIG
P238 is obviously getting its share of that market. This pistol is essentially a reprise of the old
Colt Mustang. Indeed, it apparently inspired Colt to re-introduce the Mustang .380 itself, and to
follow recently with a polymer frame version.“Slim-nine” pistols chambered for the 9mm Luger
cartridge are likewise huge – witness the rush to buy S&W Shields and Springfield Armory
XDS pistols. Since many shooters are inclined toward non-polymer designs, perhaps I
shouldn’t have been so surprised that the sweet little single action 9mm P938 is now in second
place for SIG.%  What’s Up With Sig 1911S Since The First Edition?The 1911 line at SIG has
added a conventional “John Moses Browning-lookin’” slide on several models. They also have
versions with the rounded butt pioneered by Ed Brown with his Bobtail design. However, the
distinctive “SIG-style” slides of Matt McLearn’s original interpretation of “a 1911 by SIG” still
account for about 80% of the SIG 1911 production line.I learned that the single most popular
finish of the many that SIG has taken to offering across their handgun product line is, for the
1911 series, Cerakote in Flat Dark Earth. Their Scorpion line has been a big hit among 1911
enthusiasts, too.%  What Caused The P250’S Growing Pains?If you’ve read the new chapter on
the polymer-framed P250 pistol, you’re aware that there were problems which had to be
worked out with design improvements. Sources at SIG confirmed that, as I experienced, the
problems centered on trigger bar design; early in production, the company found in endurance
testing that the single “lowest round count part” was the trigger bar spring. That has been
tweaked and fixed, I’m told. In current P250 production, the part most likely to break and need
replacement is the slide catch lever, where breakage has been found to sometimes occur
starting at around the 14,000 round level on the subcompact .40 calibers, which apparently
receive the most brutal parts buffeting during the firing cycle.I’ve noted elsewhere that I don’t
care for the P250’s rear sight design, which can’t be drifted for point of aim/point of impact
correction if windage is off. One senior SIG engineer explained that the sight sits in a U-notch
instead of a dovetail because it performs the additional function of holding the extractor
assembly in place. This allows a firing pin safety weighing only .7 grams, while that of the P-
series is around eleven grams. Making this part lighter allows the P250 to pass “drop tests”
from higher thresholds.I asked why no major police departments seem to have bought the
P250 and was told that the P250 has been adopted for the Netherlands’ national police force.
What, I asked, was the story behind the P250 being dropped at the last minute by the Federal
Air Marshals, who had announced the intention of adopting it to replace their P229s in .357
SIG? I had been told by some among the Feds that trigger bar breakage in the .357 SIG P250s
had been the problem, but SIG execs told me their understanding was that the FAMs preferred
the self-cocking mechanism of their familiar P229 traditional double actions to the double
action pull for every shot which characterizes the P250. The Federal Air Marshals are, after all,
famous for what many consider to be the fastest and most challenging qualification course in
law enforcement today. The air marshals wound up replacing their old P229 .357s with identical
new ones.Creative use of modular construction allows an almost infinite variety of tactical
settings at SIG SAUER Academy.The P250 has not been a best-seller, but is selling steadily
enough to remain in the line. Subcompact, compact, and full size P250 pistols remain in



production in a full range of calibers: 9mm Luger, .40 S &W, .357 SIG, and .45 ACP. Indeed, by
the time this second edition hits print, there should be a .380 ACP P250 on the market. At the
request of a minority of potential purchasers, SIG also offers a P250 variation with a manual
safety, which is mounted on the slide. Many feel a thumb safety lever is unnecessary on a
hammer-fired, double action only pistol such as the P250. One rationale for the manual safety
version is the handgun retention factor; a manual safety slows down a gun-snatcher’s ability to
instantly shoot the legitimate owner with his or her own gun.%  P228 And M11A1?The once-
popular P228 double stack compact 9mm, adopted years ago for plainclothes military police
work as the M11, has been phased out in favor of the M11A1. The original P228, I was told, “is
not an active product, though the original M11 will still be made in Germany as needed for the
Department of Defense.” On the market now for consumers is the replacement gun, the
M11A1. Where the P228 had a two-piece carbon steel slide, the slide of the M11A1 is a single
piece of stainless steel. This 9mm comes standard with fifteen-round magazine and short
trigger reset. The internal phosphating that helped distinguish the earlier M11 from the
commercial P228 remains in the M11A1. One SIG insider describes the M11 as “essentially, a
P229, non-railed.”The New Jersey State Police were for some time the only troopers in the US
still carrying 9mm as standard, and they famously adopted the P228 and gave it rave reviews.
A SIG executive tells me that NJSP has replaced the P228 with the P229 with light rail.The
folded slide design of the original double action SIGs has at last been consigned to the
museum; a SIG exec assured me that by the time this second edition came out, the last folded
slide will have been produced.%  What’s Made Where?The long-ago promise that the classic
German-made SIGs would eventually be manufactured in the US has apparently been fulfilled.
Of the pistols now in the SIG catalog, I was told that the only ones now being made in Europe
are the .22 Mosquito, the .22 caliber 1911 (which comes with internal firing pin safety), the
great old Swiss-designed P210, and the X-series Mastershop deluxe pistols.Ethan Lessard of
SIG SAUER, widely proclaimed a genius by other engineers in the firearms industry. He was
the lead designer of the new P320.%  P-Series Single Actions…Why?Beginning with the P220
SAO, single action only SIG-Sauers were built on double action pistol frames. The design was
originally for MARSOC, the Marine Special Operations Command. This RFI (request for
information) eventually led to the adoption of an updated Colt Government Model .45 for the
USMC, but it turned out that the P220 SAO fit the needs of the shooter who liked the idea of a
cocked and locked single action .45 auto, but for whatever reason did not care for the 1911
design. These pistols turned out to work remarkably well.A P226 SAO was introduced in 2013,
in 9mm. One exec says, “I see its market as competition. It’s an advanced user’s gun, a niche
gun.”%  What Led To The P290 Rs?The original P290 pocket pistol generated some complaints
about inadvertent magazine drops, sharp edges on the slide stop, and hammer bite. The RS
variation answered those concerns, and also gave re-strike capability in the event of a
misfire.Shown next to a quarter for size reference, here’s one of SIG’s new compact silencers,
designed by Ethan Lessard.The P290 RS, when I visited, was scheduled to be introduced in
2014 in caliber .380. The rationale was not only milder recoil, but a much lighter recoil spring
which would allow the slide to be more easily operated by users with weak or injured hands.% 
What’s The Story On Quality Control?We hear complaints about SIG QC on gun forums,
notably , now and then. However, the same is true of the brands of choice at , , etc. It is the
nature of brand fans to imprint on the first ones they fell in love with, and sometimes be overly
critical of later models. In the ten years between these two editions, I did personally encounter
more defective SIGs than in the past: one P250 with broken trigger bar, another that came with
the wrong magazines, and a couple of P-series guns whose sights weren’t right.The SIG folks I



talked to were adamant that proportional to their large production volume today, their quality
control and frequency of repair is better than ever.%  Why Sig Silencers?With a lot of its business
going to free world government entities including our own, SIG was getting an increasing
number of tenders for large numbers of firearms equipped with sound suppressors. Having
learned in the past that outside vendors don’t always deliver products that are “up to spec,” the
company decided to make their own. One of their most brilliant American engineers, Ethan
Lessard, led the design team.Introduced in 2013, the already extensive SIG-Sauer line of
sound suppressors includes rifle and handgun models, centerfire and .22 rimfire, and even a
short “can” for SIG’s new 9mm submachinegun. The .22 unit has a particularly ingenious
Lessard design feature which allows unusually easy cleaning.Chapter 1The SIG P220A writer
owes his readers a disclosure as to his biases toward this and his prejudices against that. Let
me open this chapter by confessing that the P220 is my very favorite SIG pistol, and indeed,
one of my all-time favorite handguns. Extraordinarily accurate, very reliable, and easy to handle
and shoot, one of the P220’s cardinal attributes is the cartridge for which it is chambered:
the .45 ACP.The gun was introduced in 1976, the first of the SIG-Sauer line. Essentially
designed by Schwe tzerische Industriale Gesselcraft and manufactured by Sauer, it was
chambered initially for the 9mm Parabellum cartridge and then almost immediately for .45 ACP
and .38 Super for the American market. The 9mm P220 was immediately adopted by the
armed forces of Japan, and of Switzerland, where it remains the standard military sidearm of
Europe’s safest and most neutral country.In 1977, Browning contracted with SIGSauer to
produce the gun under their name as the BDA (Browning Double Action). It was introduced as
such to the American market, where it received a mixed welcome. The gun experts loved it,
instantly appreciating its smooth action, good trigger, reliability, and ingenious design. The
purchasing public was less enthusiastic. They associated the Browning name with traditional,
Old World guns crafted of fine blue steel and hand-rubbed walnut. Here was a modern pistol
with flat gray finish and checkered plastic stocks, with an aluminum frame and a slide made of
metal folded over a mandrel. It was as if Jeep had produced a fine four-wheel-drive vehicle
under the aegis of Rolls-Royce: though the quality and function were there, the “look,” the
cachet, were not what the buyers associated with that particular brand image.Before long, SIG
had decided to import the guns into the United States on their own and under their own name,
establishing SIGARMS in Virginia. (Much later, SIGARMS would move to Exeter, New
Hampshire.) It was at this point that SIG sales apparently took off. If the public would buy a
machine that was rugged and precision-made, but not fancy, from Jeep but not from Rolls-
Royce, then the same public would buy a rugged, precision-made but not fancy P220 that was
marked SIG-Sauer instead of Browning.The Huntington Beach, California Police Department
adopted the BDA in .45 ACP and had great luck with it. Their experience was widely publicized
in both gun magazines and law enforcement professional journals. In the late 1970s, only a
minority of American police carried semiautomatic pistols. Many gun-wise cops wanted auto
pistols and didn’t trust the 9mm ammo of the day; they wanted .45s. Until the P220, the only
gun that fit the bill was the Colt 1911 type pistol. Some forward-thinking departments adopted
the Colt – LAPD SWAT, several small departments in California, a couple of county sheriff’s
departments in Arizona – and many more made the Colt .45 optional. However, the
mainstream of American police decision makers were leery about authorizing their personnel
to carry a pistol that was perpetually cocked, and some worried that having to manipulate a
safety catch would get in the way of a quick response when the officer needed it. The Browning
BDA was obviously the answer, and changing its name to SIG P220 didn’t change that answer.
When the BDA as such was discontinued, Huntington Beach recognized that the P220 was



exactly the same gun, right down to complete parts interchangeability; they bought P220s and
used them interchangeably with the BDA pistols already in hand.Police interest in autos was
soaring. One sore point was that Americans habituated to American-style guns wanted a
magazine release that worked quickly with a push-button behind the trigger guard. The BDA
and the first SIG-Sauers had the European style magazine release, a spring-loaded securing
clip at the heel of the butt. Police firearms instructors tended to be the department gun buffs,
familiar with the 1911 and similar pistols from their time in other provinces of the world of the
gun, and they clamored to SIG-Sauer for a pistol that ejected its magazines in the fashion to
which they were accustomed. After all, speed of reloading was seen as one of the cardinal
advantages of a semiautomatic pistol over a revolver; it was natural for the cops to want the
fastest magazine release and therefore the fastest emergency reload possible.SIG-Sauer
listened and responded. In the early 1980s, they redesigned the P220 with an oval, grooved
button behind the trigger guard to dump the magazine. While they were at it, they changed the
shape of the grips, bringing the lower rear of the grip frame backward into an arch that widened
toward the bottom. It filled the hand more substantially than the thinner and flatter-backed grip
shape of the original P220. The change was analogous to Colt’s switch in the 1920s, at the
request of the U.S. Army Ordnance Board, from the flat-backed mainspring housing of the
original 1911 pistol to the arched housing of the 1911A1.Virtually straight-line feed is a key to
the PP220’s famous reliability, especially with hollow-point ammunition.The dust cover of P220
ST is grooved to accept accessories such as this InSights M3 flashlight.The author’s Langdon
Custom P220 ST is shown here with stocks by Nill.It was what the cops wanted, and SIG P220
sales skyrocketed. The .38 Super had never been popular in America except for a brief period
between its introduction in the late 1920s and when it was eclipsed by Smith & Wesson and
Winchester’s joint introduction of the .357 Magnum revolver and cartridge. Only a few
hundred .38 Super BDAs had been sold, and the caliber remained similarly moribund in the
P220 configuration. While all P220 sales to the world’s military had been in the 9X19 NATO
chambering, I’m not aware of a single American police department that adopted either the BDA
or the P220 in 9mm or .38 Super (though Secret Service would look very closely at the latter).
No, it was the .45 that American cops wanted.With the changed grip shape and side-button
release, the new gun was designated the P220 American. Accordingly, the original would
become known as the P220 European or P220-E. Its sales in the U.S. would wither and die,
with the American style roaring forward in sales to police and civilians alike; the 1911’s
influence was even stronger in the latter sector of the U.S. handgun market.This standard P220
has earned the author’s smug smile. The one-hole group in the neck of target was made by 12
200-grain bullets fired in less than 20 seconds from 7 yards, including a reload.The tight cluster
in the target’s chest was from one-shot draws averaging around a second at 4 yards. This is
proof of the P220’s shootability.IDPA Stock Service Pistol Master Steve Sager tries his hand
with a P220. The spent casing visible above his head shows immediacy of the shot, but the
muzzle is still on target.Countless police departments, including the state troopers of Texas
(who used it exclusively) and of Arizona, adopted the P220. The latter gave their highway
patrolmen the choice of the eight-shot .45 P220 or the 16shot 9mm P226. The overwhelming
majority chose the P220 .45.In 1988, the FBI for the first time authorized rank and file agents
to carry semiautomatic pistols. At first, only two guns were authorized, both in 9mm: the SIG
and the Smith & Wesson. Shortly thereafter, the forward-thinking head of the Firearms Training
Unit at FBI’s Academy in Quantico, John Hall, convinced the Director to also approve the .45
ACP in the same two already-approved brands of pistol. FBI agents rushed to purchase their
own SIG P220s, which were both more compact than the all-steel Smith & Wesson Model 645



that had been introduced in 1983, and much lighter. The P220 .45 was the choice of Special
Agent Edmundo Mireles, who had emerged as the hero of the infamous shootout in Miami,
which had led to the Bureau’s approval of semiautomatics. Mireles had ended that gunfight
with .38 Special bullets delivered to the head/neck area of the two cop-killers involved, and was
clicking his revolver’s hammer on six spent cartridges at the end of the drawn-out death
duel.P220 ATTRIBUTESThe P220 always fit most hands well. It always had good sights
compared to most of its competition. And, of course, there was the reliability factor. The gun
was and is extremely reliable.Whether steel- or alloy-framed, P220s are accurate with a variety
of ammunition. +P should be used sparingly in aluminum-framed guns.The accessory rail of
the P220 ST is a great addition.But the gun had other advantages, too. High among these was
the double-action first shot mechanism. Police chiefs had been leery about carrying cocked
and locked guns. The long, heavy double-action pull required to initially unleash the firepower
of the P220 was much like that of the revolvers that were so much a part of their institutional
history. Cops in general and police chiefs in particular were and still are much more
comfortable with a double-action like the 220.Most 1911 pistols of the period were not
“throated” by their manufacturers to feed wide-mouth hollow-point bullets, the choice of most
police and gun-wise private citizens. Engineered with a nearly straight-line feed, the P220 was
reliable with almost every hollow-point bullet.The P220, even with an aluminum frame and
powerful .45 ammo, is comfortable for a week of intensive firearms training.There was also the
accuracy factor. The SIG-Sauer pistols are famous for accuracy across the board, but the P220
may be the most accurate of them all. I have twice put five rounds from a P220 into one inch at
25 yards. Both times, the ammunition was Federal 185-grain JHP, which the manufacturer used
to mark on the box as “Match Hollow Point.” It was certainly truth in advertising. One of those
guns was a well-worn P220 European, the other, a brand new P220 American. I later hit the 1-
inch mark at 25 yards with a 5-inch SAO P220 and inexpensive MagTech 230 grain
FMJ.Almost every credentialed tester has noted the P220’s extraordinary accuracy. In his book
The 100 Greatest Combat Pistols, defensive firearms expert Timothy J. Mullin had this to say
about the P220. “All SIG pistols and products are fine weapons, but this one is particularly
impressive. My groups were so remarkable that I tested again at 25 and at 50 yards – and the
results were just as superb. I placed five shots into a little more than 2 inches, and I pulled one
of those shots. Four shots went into roughly 1-1/4 inches.” (1) A fan of SIG’s compact single-
stack 9mm, Mullin added, “Although the P220 is not as good as a P225, I would rate it the top
weapon that I tested in .45 ACP.” (Mullin’s emphasis.) (2)My friend Chuck Taylor is one of the
leading authorities on combat handguns and the author of a great many articles and multiple
books on the topic. When he wrote the fourth edition of The Gun Digest Book of Combat
Handgunnery he had the following to say about the P220 .45.This LFI student has topped his
class more than once with his ergonomic SIG P220 American. He is about to fire all center hits
strong-hand-only...“First appearing almost two decades ago as the Browning BDA, the P220 in
its current American version is regarded by many as being the state-of-the-art .45 auto. Indeed,
its popularity is exceeded only by that of the Colt M1911 Government Model, whose king-of-
the-hill status the P220 is now seriously challenging, especially in law enforcement circles.”
Chuck continued, “The P220 is a simple design, perhaps as simple as a handgun can be and
still work. Its human engineering is excellent because, like its baby 9mm brothers, the P225
and P226, its controls are placed where they can be readily operated, something exceptional
for a DA auto. Furthermore, its mechanical performance leaves nothing to be desired. It is
probably the best DA self-loader around…In summary, the P220 is an excellent example of
how good a DA auto can be. As such, it is well worth its not-inconsequential price and clearly a



handgun upon which one could with confidence bet his life.” (3)...and does the same weak-
hand-only, with good recoil control. Note spent casing passing the target to the right of the
gun.Current magazines make the P220 reliable with eight in the stack and a ninth in the launch
tube.Many double-action semiautomatics had a DA trigger pull that was heavy, rough, or
downright lousy. The SIG’s double action pull was excellent, probably “best of breed.” It was the
standard by which the competition was judged. Once the first shot had been fired, it went to
single-action, where the trigger press was a clean, easy 4 to 6pounds or so. The distance the
trigger had to move forward to re-set the sear was just enough to give a buffer against
unintentional discharges under stress, but not so great that it appreciably slowed down the
shooter’s rate of fire.With a 4.41-inch barrel, the SIG was a little longer in that dimension than
the 4.25-inch Colt Commander, but more than half an inch shorter than the 5-inch Government
Model. The Commander, originally introduced in lightweight format in 1949, weighed 26.5
ounces unloaded and held the same number of .45, .38 Super, or 9mm rounds as the P220.
Later offered as the steel-framed Combat Commander, the Colt put on an additional 10 ounces
in that format. The lightweight Commander was dubbed by one of its greatest advocates, Col.
Jeff Cooper, as “a gun designed to be carried much and shot seldom.” Most who had fired it
considered it much more unpleasant to shoot than its big brother, the full-sized, all-steel
Government Model.Thus it was that the cops and the shooting public were delighted to
discover that the SIG P220, which like the lightweight Commander had an aluminum frame,
wasn’t anywhere near as difficult to shoot as the alloy-framed Colt. A major reason for the
perception of the Commander’s vicious recoil was that, until the 1990s, its manufacturer
furnished it with a short, stubby-tanged grip safety that bit painfully into the web of the hand
whenever the gun was fired.This is the double-action-only (DAO) version of the P220 .45,
carried daily by a Chicago cop. Note the absence of the decocking lever behind the trigger
guard. Grips are by Hogue.By contrast, the P220 was much rounder and more friendly to the
hand. Nothing bit the shooter. In the P220, the low-pressure .45 cartridge simply drives the
slide back with a gentle bump. Even though the slide of a 1911 pistol sits lower to the hand and
should jump less since it has more leverage, anything that causes pain to the hand will magnify
the shooter’s sense of recoil, and increase his likelihood of flinching and blowing each shot.The
next time someone tells you that you can’t control a SIG .45 because it has a higher bore axis
than a 1911, remember this photo. The spent casing of the full-power .45 load is sailing past
her cap brim, yet slender Patricia Sager has kept the P220 ST on target.The P220 weighs a
tad less than a lightweight Commander, 25.7 ounces unloaded. Yet most officers found it at
least as pleasant to shoot as the full size 1911A1 in the all-steel configuration, which weighed
some 39.5 ounces. Only when a custom gunsmith (or, beginning in the 1990s, the
manufacturers) put a beavertail grip safety on the lightweight 1911 did it become as
comfortable to shoot as a P220, and allow the shooter to take advantage of the reduced
muzzle jump potential afforded by its lower bore axis. However, none of this changes the other
SIG attributes that made the P220 a favorite.A P220 loaded with nine rounds of .45 hollow
point is a reassuring companion for police officers and law-abiding armed citizens alike.A
lightweight service pistol is especially important in law enforcement. The duty belt carries a
great deal of equipment. The author has seen duty belts weighing in the 15- to 20-pound range
once festooned with multiple handcuffs, a full-sized baton, heavy flashlight, portable radio, and
ammunition. The pistol is a significant part of the load, and any reduction in weight is
appreciated. The weight of the duty belt is one reason why back problems in general and lower
back problems in particular seem to be an occupational hazard of the street cop.The pistol in
its uniform holster rides near the edge of the hip, and on some individuals with some uniform



designs, can directly contact the ileac crest of the hip. The potential for fatigue and discomfort
is obvious. Reducing the weight of the duty .45 from 39.5 ounces to 25.7 (the same round-
count of the same ammunition adds the same weight to either) results in a 13.8-ounce weight
saving – almost a pound – at a critical point.Now, let’s look at plainclothes wear, whether in a
detective assignment or off duty. The dress type belt, even a dress gunbelt, does not support
the weight of the holstered gun as efficiently as the big, 2-1/4-inch-wide Sam Browne style
uniform belt. A heavy gun becomes all the more noticeable. For generations, officers carried
little 2-inch .38 caliber revolvers as off-duty guns, simply for their light weight and convenience.
However, they paid the price of a caliber that offered minimum acceptable power, especially
when the ammunition was fired from a short barrel. They paid the price of a reduced in-gun
cartridge capacity, only five to six rounds. They paid the price of a gun that kicked hard despite
that minimum acceptable power level, and a gun that was difficult to shoot fast and straight,
particularly at small targets or at longer range.Now, the P220 .45 gives the plainclothes officer
a much more attractive option. While not so small overall as a snubby .38, it is very flat. It fires
the much more powerful .45 ACP cartridge, but despite its greater power it kicks less and is
more pleasant to shoot than most snubbies. It is about the same weight as the six-shot Smith &
Wesson Model 10 or Model 64 Military & Police revolver with a 2-inch barrel. And, of course, it
is much faster to reload, and its flat magazines are much more discreet and comfortable to
carry than speedloaders for a revolver when concealment is the order of the day.With an inside-
the-waistband holster and proper clothing, the P220 virtually disappears into concealment.
With a well-designed scabbard riding on the outside of the belt, it is almost as easy to hide.
The fact that a single pistol with which the officer is intensively trained could be used on or off
duty, in uniform or in plainclothes, is another big factor in the P220’s favor when police
departments look at purchasing new sidearms.The P220-E is a particular favorite of mine.
Back in the 1980s I discovered that, just as the flat housing of the original 1911 pistol fits my
hand better than the arched housing of the later A1, the slimmer, flatter-backed shape of the
original SIG P220 grip frame seemed more comfortable in my hand than that of the later
P220.However, there is another reason I was partial to the P220-E. In the Northern New
England area where I have spent my now almost 40 years as a police officer, it is not
uncommon for the wind chill factor to bring the temperature to 30 degrees below zero or worse
in deep winter. This requires heavy gloves. I had found over the years that bulky gloves could
sometimes cause a shooter to unintentionally activate a side-mounted magazine release
button. This did not occur with a gun that had a butt-heel magazine release, like the P220-E or
the BDA that preceded it. I special-ordered a P220-E .45 from SIG, and was told that it would
probably be the last one brought into the country. (I’m told that the firm later changed its mind
and brought in a few more in dribs and drabs, as the limited stateside demand warranted.)This
became my favorite winter gun for many years. On patrol when department regulations allowed
it, and on my own time always, the P220-E was part of my cold-weather gear. Since the P220
American’s magazine was the same as the European’s but with four engagement holes cut in
the sides (two on each side, to mate with the side button mag release, which could be easily
converted for left hand use), the new magazines fit my old gun. The reverse was not true. This
was because the European style mags did not have a cutout in which the side-button
mechanism of the P220 American could engage. Much later, when SIG’s current eight-round
mags came out with bumper pads running front to back, it turned out that they would not be
compatible with the European or BDA magazines. This was because the rear of the extended
bottom of the magazine could not engage the butt heel release device.The butt-heel release is
a second or so slower for speed reloading than the American style. Certainly, there are



situations in which a second can make all the difference; Americans are acutely conscious of
that, and this is why SIG makes the American style P220. However, I found that with heavy
snowmobile gloves on, the cruder gross motor movements of pushing back the latch with the
free hand thumb and ripping the spent magazine out were actually more easily accomplished
than finding the magazine release button with a thumb encased in a heavy glove that blunted
the sense of touch and limited the thumb’s range of movement. In short, in heavy winter garb, I
was able to reload the P220-E as fast, or very slightly faster, than the P220 American.THE
P220’S “OTHER” CALIBERSWhile we Americans have directed most of our attention to the .45
caliber P220 – after all, the .45 ACP has been called “the classic American cartridge” – the
P220 has racked up an enviable reputation in its other calibers as well. On more than one
occasion I’ve taught in Switzerland. There are some police departments there that issue the
P220 in 9X19mm, though the higher capacity P226 seems to be far more common in Swiss
law enforcement. More to the point, though, the P220 9mm has been the national standard
Swiss military sidearm for many years.Switzerland is a nation of shooters. It is well known that
the Swiss militia constitutes the entire able-bodied male population of the nation (Swiss women
may join voluntarily, though it is not required) and that all are issued what may be the finest
assault rifle in the world, SIG’s Stg.90.The Sturmgewehr 90 is a superb, state-of-the-art assault
weapon. However, the Swiss public takes marksmanship as one of their national sports, and
most of that marksmanship is done with military weapons of various ages. Virtually every
Swiss village I passed through had a 300-meter rifle range, and the ranges stay in constant,
heavy use. In rifle matches, the ancient Schmidt-Rubin 7.5 mm straight-pull bolt-action rifle is
still used to compete against the ultra-modern SIG Stg. 90.I say all this to lead up to a point.
The Swiss have a lot of pistol matches, too. As you might expect they fare well in ISU
(International Shooting Union) Olympic-style target sports, and also have a well-established
contingent of practical shooters who belong to IPSC (the International Practical Shooting
Confederation). However, a good deal of their handgun competition also involves national
standard military weapons. Over the course of the 20th Century, Swiss military-issue handguns
have included such fabulously accurate weapons as the Luger pistol, the exquisite SIG-
Neuhausen P210, and only since the latter quarter of that century the SIG P220 9mm.And
there was one thing I couldn’t help but notice. The 9mm P220 keeps up with the famously
accurate P210! This, clearly, is testimony to the P220 9mm’s match-grade accuracy, which is
achieved without compromising total reliability, even with some very old pistols that have fired
countless thousands of rounds over the decades.The P220 tends to give consistency and good
accuracy with most .45 ACP ammunition. These groups were fired from 25 yards.The .38
Super P220 did not prove popular at all. In the United States, at least, it had always been a
specialist’s cartridge. Handgun enthusiasts appreciated its flat trajectory. Handgun hunters
appreciated its inherent power. Cops in the Depression years liked its deep penetration against
criminals’ “bullet-proof vests” and automobiles of the period. But no one liked its mediocre
accuracy.The reason was that the .38 Super was not a true “rimless” auto pistol cartridge, but
instead featured a semi-rimmed case. From its introduction in the late 1920s until the coming of
the SIG-Sauer engineers, Colt and every other manufacturer cut the chambers of their .38
Supers to headspace on the rim. The chamber in SIG-Sauer P220 in .38 Super was cut to
headspace at the case mouth, which allowed more consistent and solid chambering. Thus did
the Browning BDA/SIG P220 become the first truly accurate factory-produced .38 Super pistol.
The same headspacing was developed by gun barrel genius Irv Stone, the founder of Bar-Sto,
and when put in 1911 target pistols resulted in the .38 Super cartridge’s renaissance in the
shooting world, specifically in practical pistol competition.It has been reported that the P220



has been produced in very small quantities in caliber .30 Luger. I cannot speak to its accuracy
as I have never seen one, let alone tested one. I am not aware of any nation or agency that has
adopted the P220 in that caliber. Thus, its accuracy remains an unknown quantity, at least to
this author.IDIOSYNCRASIESIn earlier models, there were some specimens in .45 caliber
which did not feed one particular cartridge in one particular situation. The round was the old
“flying ashtray,” a short and very wide 200-grain hollow-point from CCI Speer, who called it at
various times the Lawman load and the Inspector load. It was notorious for jamming 1911 .45
pistols. The SIG would normally feed it just fine, but with some of the seven-round magazines,
if the pistol was reloaded from slide-lock, the short Speer 200-grain would take a little dip
coming off the magazine’s follower and strike low enough on the feed ramp to cause a six
o’clock jam.Most simply got by with another brand of ammo. My own solution was to load my
personal P220 with the eight of the flying ashtrays, one in the pipe and seven in the mag, and
then load the spare magazines with some other type of JHP round. My P220 never failed to
feed this infamous gun-jammer once it was loaded into the P220 and the first round was
chambered.Over the years, the problem has resolved itself with new designs. The current 200-
grain CCI Speer .45 offering, the Gold Dot bullet, does not seem to have any problem feeding
in late model SIGs. I think it’s a combination of the improved fourth-generation P220 .45
magazine, and better feeding characteristics of the Gold Dot 200-grain bullet compared to the
conventional jacketed hollow-point which preceded it.Chuck Taylor is a contemporary and
observed the same thing. He wrote in his edition of The Gun Digest Book of Combat
Handgunnery, “My P220 shoots very well indeed, with three-shot Ransom Rest 25-meter
groups averaging slightly over 2 inches. I’ve also had no functioning problems whatsoever with
the gun, although in some of the earlier versions, some problems were reported with several
styles of JHP bullet. SIG Sauer, to their credit, immediately relieved the front of the magazine
body to allow better bullet clearance, which solved the problem nicely.” (4)P220 .45
MAGAZINESAbout those four generations of P220 .45 magazines. They go like this:First
generation: Seven-round BDA/European style. Will only work in P220s with butt-heel magazine
release.Second generation: Seven-round P220 American style. Will work in American,
European, and BDA model .45s.Third generation: The so-called “DPS Magazine.” A P220
American mag with the same flat-bottom floorplate as the first two generations, but modified in
spring and follower to take an eighth round. These were created for the Texas Department of
Public Safety when they adopted the P220 American .45, and reportedly, Texas DPS had great
success with them. Personally, I have never trusted a magazine designed for seven rounds,
which then had an eighth forced into it; we fool Mother Nature at our peril.The eighth cartridge
in a magazine originally designed for seven put the rounds so tightly in the stack inside the
magazine that there was no flex in the spring. This meant that if the P220 was reloaded with
the slide forward, either in administrative loading getting ready for duty or in a tactical reload
with a live round already in the chamber, the shooter really had to slam the magazine in to
make certain that it locked in place. After experimenting with the DPS magazine, I went back to
the earlier ones. Police had already cautiously waited for decades to switch from revolvers to
autos because of fears of reliability. Their mantra had been, “Six for sure beats 14 maybe.” My
reasoning as to P220 magazines was similar: “Seven for sure beats eight maybe.”Fourth
generation: Eight-round current production. These are unquestionably the finest .45 caliber
magazines ever made for the P220 pistol. They are crafted of stainless steel, always a bonus
when a gun and its spare magazines are carried in hostile environments, which can be rain
and snow attacking guns holstered outside the clothing, or heat and humidity and salty,
corrosive human sweat when the pistol is carried concealed. Moreover, the Gen Four SIG



P220 .45 magazines are extended very slightly at the bottom, into a hollow floorplate. This
does two good things. First, the buffer pad on the floorplate makes magazine insertion easier
and more positive, especially under stress. Second, the added space inside the floorplate
allows the eighth round to be stored there without too rigid a spring stack or undue pressure on
the magazine springs. These are what I now carry in my P220 .45.A word on aftermarket
magazines. I normally trust only the magazines the gunmaker sells with its firearms. For the
P220 .45, I trust Sauer-made SIG magazines and I trust Mec-Gar magazines. This may be
seen as a redundancy, since Mec-Gar produces SIG’s magazines for them. The currently
imported Novak’s P220 magazine seems to work well. ACT in Italy produces it. While marketed
as an eight-round mag and having an extended floorplate, I’ve nonetheless found that some
will comfortably hold all eight and some are better carried with seven rounds, at least when
new.Many shooters have found full P220 .45 mags hard to unload, at least for the topmost
cartridge or two. Here’s the secret. Hold the loaded magazine in one hand and pinch the thumb
and forefinger of the other hand beneath the nose of the cartridge on top, applying upward
pressure. Now use the thumb of the magazine-holding hand to push the cartridge forward. It
will come out much easier. Repeat if necessary for the next cartridge or two; after that, spring
pressure will be relieved and the thumb alone will be able to slide the rest of the rounds out
easily.Three generations of the SIG P220 .45. From left: P220 “European,” P220 “American,”
and P220 ST.VARIATIONSThough many considered the P220 a compact handgun, many who
owned them wanted one even smaller for deeper concealment. This wish was granted by SIG
in the form of the excellent little P245, a pistol that differs sufficiently from the P220 that it is
treated separately in this book.Stainless steel P220s have also been produced. Basically the
same gun as the original, but heavier, they differ only in handling qualities and, of course, in
adding one more option of corrosion resistance to the many finishes which are discussed in
the segments of this book devoted to accessories and customizing.The first of these guns was
the P220 Sport, introduced to the public in 1999. I was at a conference of the firearms press
conducted by SIGARMS in conjunction with the NRA Show and Annual Meeting in
Philadelphia in 1998, where we were given a chance to play with advance versions of this
gun.Fitted with a long muzzle weight-cum-compensator, and with an all-steel frame of stainless
alloy, this handsome pistol sports a 5.5-inch barrel and weighs some 44 ounces. With the
added weight and the comp, recoil and muzzle jump are greatly reduced. The exquisite
accuracy of the earlier P220s was clearly present in this .45. It was introduced with grooves on
the dust cover (front of frame) to accept additional weights and other accessories proprietary to
SIGARMS.I liked the gun, but found it a bit big for my tastes and needs. Like many, I just said,
“Make us a regular P220 with this frame, and groove the dust cover to accept more common
accessories, like the M-3 flashlight.”SIG listened. The 21st Century saw the P220 ST, exactly
the gun described above. Though the first models had reliability problems (and, I thought,
below-P220-standard accuracy), this was traced to the use of a stainless steel barrel. SIG
solved the problem by installing their conventional chrome molybdenum steel barrel within the
stainless slide.Now, we had a truly meaningful option within the P220 line. There were those of
us accustomed by years of wearing Colt Government .45s that weighed 39 or so ounces, and
didn’t mind the fact that this was the weight of the all-steel P220 ST. In return, we got the recoil
reduction and added durability that came with all-steel construction. Before, SIG engineers had
been leery about recommending +P .45 ACP ammo for these guns. I saw very few aluminum
P220 frames crack after continuous shooting with +P, which brings the ACP up to a power level
comparable to a full-power 10mm Auto cartridge, which is infamously brutal to even full-
size .45 caliber guns. With the ST variation, my sources at SIG tell me that they just don’t see a



problem.References1. Mullin, Timothy J., “The 100 Greatest Combat Pistols,” Boulder, CO:
Paladin Press, 1994, P.315.2. Ibid. P.316.3. Taylor, Chuck, The Gun Digest Book of Combat
Handgunnery, Fourth Edition, Iola, WI: Krause Publications, 1997, P.224-225.4. Ibid.,
P.225.Early P220 European. Note pointed-tip hammer, butt heel magazine release, no
magazine release button on side.MODERN CLASSICS: THE SIG P220 .45The gun that made
the .45 Auto truly acceptable to modern police, accuracy and reliability have made this a
classic sidearm with many roles. A gun that will last for generations, it has experienced multiple
generations itself.Introduced in 1976 as a single-stack 9mm with a butt heel magazine release,
the SIG-Sauer P220 was quickly adopted as the standard service pistol of Switzerland. There
was, of course, a home court advantage: SIG stands for Schweizerische Industrie
Gesselschaft, which in direct translation from German means Swiss Industrial Company. The
P220 was designed by SIG in Switzerland, and manufactured by Sauer of Germany. With its
long history of peaceful neutrality secured by a citizenry heavily armed by its government,
Switzerland has a similarly long history of choosing particularly fine small arms.
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Justin Opinion, “Cadillac of Firearms - from the Cadillac of authors!. Sig Sauer has earned its
reputation as the Cadillac of firearms, or at the least, of handguns. I own a few myself and they
are among my most prized. I wish I could own them all - but short of a winning lottery ticket
that is unlikely. I can read about them all though, it wonderfully descriptive detail that is
interesting and engaging to the casual gun enthusiast and master gunsmith alike. This is due
to the style of the author - Massad Ayoob. I will confess that I am predisposed to think
everything that Mr. Ayoob writes is worthy of stone tablets. I have been reading his articles,
columns, and books since the early 1980's. So, please forgive my bias and consider it as may
be appropriate.This Digest of the Sig Sauer line of handguns takes the reader on an insider's
tour through the company, the manufacturing facility and process, and the Academy where Sig
Sauer trains law enforcement, military, and civilian alike (and yes, I have a pin in a map to
indicate "someday soon"). Ayoob talks about the rich history of the brand and its iconic models
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(like the P226) and brings up to today's newest products like the .45 ACP P227. There are
even chapters about models that I embarrassingly admit little previous knowledge of.The
material is laid out well, with a good flow and a blend of past and present that keeps this book
from becoming just a dry reference manual - a trap that many such books fall into. Massad
Ayoob, ever the practitioner, demonstrates in words and copious photos the practical uses and
applications of these guns, and talks about real world experience whether it be how reliable the
gun is, or how comfortable it might be to carry - and what gear is best used to do so.If you love
Sig Sauer pistols, then this book is likely a no-brainer, as it was for me when I pre-ordered it.
But it is also a highly recommended read for the casual shooter, those who appreciate quality
firearms, and those who would like to expand their knowledge and interest. Be warned though -
this book can easily become a catalog of wish-list items!!”

Coast Dog, “Good overview of the SIG line. I do not have the first edition of this book to
compare it to however the author does provide updates to the second edition and mentions
them as such. The book is a good overview of the SIG line of handguns but not however a
great review of the line. The test reports given are, for the most part, reprints of former
magazine articles written by the author over the course of many years and some going back to
the late 1990's. One model in particular, the P238, seems never to have performed
satisfactorily due to sight problems. This is mentioned twice in the book (possibly the same test
article) so the author falls back on anecdotal evidence of performance from credible, but not
personal, experience. Because of the reprint format of the book the author repeats his
methodology for the tests on several of the various models, some judicious editing would be
appreciated. The book really shines when we come to the sections on manipulation and use of
the SIG handguns. Various aspects of concealed carry use, firearm presentation, and
maintenance are worth the price of the book. Overall a good addition to the library of any gun
owner.”

Morgan H. Hamilton, “Like the best compilation of handgun articles in your favorite magazine
stitched together for a good read.. Much of this book reads like best compilation of articles from
your favorite gun magazine, and it should. The point of this book is to give you an overview of
the estate of the SIG Sauer product line past and present, discuss how each one came to
market, why it was needed, it's ergonomics, its accuracy, and use cases for employment of the
firearm. Layer on top of this a history of the company, and where and why it is moving in
certain directions. Lump that in with great instruction from arguably one of the best in our
industry from an experience and knowledge standpoint and you have a very informative book
worth having in your collection. Don't expect it to be a gunsmithing, or drama story, it is what it
should be, more information and trivia for your brain to use when hanging out at the range to
impress your buddies.”

Attila Zsolt Jaszfalvi, “Five Stars. Excellent item, quick delivery, highly recommended item and
seller!”

Michael hall, “Five Stars. Good”

Tigerpfote, “Umfassende Darstellung mit tollen Zusatzinfos. Ich hatte das Buch bestellt um
etwas Hintergrundinfos zu meiner X-Six zu bekommen und war dann über den Umfang des
Werkes doch etwas überrascht. Neben ausführlichen Darstellungen nahezu aller SigSauer
Pistolen inklusive großformatiger Abbildungen gibt es noch einen Überblick über die



Firmengeschichte und mehrere Kapitel über die Bedienung, die beste Griffweise und über den
Stand beim Schießen (Isosceles, Weaver, Chapman), auch ausführlich und großformatig
bebildert! Gerade letzteres hat mir gut gefallen, da es doch Infos mit einem direkten Einfluss
auf die Ringzahl sein könnten...Das Buch ist auf Englisch, allerdings auch mit
durchschnittlichen Kenntnissen gut zu verstehen.Das Buch ist jeden der etwa 30€ wert; und für
den SigSauer-Besitzer eigentlich ein Must Have...”

Gordon Tebbutt, “Excellent! If you are at all interested in Sig-Sauer .... Excellent! If you are at
all interested in Sig-Sauer firearms this is an excellent source book.Especially useful are the
chapters where Ayoob provides details on the practical, day-to-day handling of these pistols.As
always, Ayoob's clear and entertaining style is evident and that makes the book entertaining as
well.Highly recommended.”

Tony R., “Five Stars. Fun read. Burned through it fast. Mas Ayoob is always informative,
interesting and fun.”

The book by Mark Vella has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 88 people have provided feedback.
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